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This essay presents an analysis of selected parables and other short enigmatic sayings attributed to 
Jesus and recorded in the canonical Gospels and the Gospel of Thomas, in the light of con
temporary theories of the literary fantastic developed by T Todorov and E Rabkin. These 
theories describe the fantastic as a narrative structure within which the implied reader hesitates 
between the genres of the marvellous and the uncanny. This fundamental indeterminacy of 
reference reverses or subverts the groundrules of narrative realism. The fantastic structure plays 
an important role both in the parabolic sayings and in the interpretations of those sayings by bibli
cal scholars. This is most clear at the levels of the sayings tradition presented by The Gospels of 
Mark and Thomas. In contrast, the Q material displays very little of the fantastic. Matthew and 
Luke also tend to determine the reference of sayings material either to the marvellous or the 
uncanny; this eliminates the element of the fantastic in favour of theological coherence. The 
larger narrative becomes increasingly certain of who Jesus is. John reverses this tendency and ‘re
fantasises’ the sayings material, but John also moves the fantastic hesitation to a different stratum 
of the narrative, thereby disarming this aspect of the narrative. This article closes with a few ge
neral observations on the relation between the fantastic and the credibility of narrative, and the 
consequences of this relation for understanding these texts.
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Quantitative analysis of aspects of denominational life as well as general statistical information is 
able to assist the Church in determining efficient and effective units of pastoral and general 
ecclesiastical oversight in order that the Great Commission may more properly be fulfilled. 
Models for such oversight need to be developed which include a dynamic understanding of dis
tance. Here Central Place Theory is utilized in a case study of the division/multiplication of the 
Diocese of Johannesburg.
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profound. This is also evident in the theological sciences. This could be seen by the importance 
given to problems like epistemological relativism, rationality and paradigm-change. The purpose 
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Research Methodology’s publication: ‘Paradigms and progress in theology’. It is edited by J 
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Kingdom by Tiglath-Pileser III in 732 BC - solves the problem and obviates any need to alter the 
Masoretic text.
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Gollwitzer mentions Luther and Barth as his two greatest teachers. As with Luther, justification 
by faith alone plays a very important role in his theology. Gollwitzer, however, places it in a 
broader framework, namely that of the kingdom of God. In connection with the latter, he also 
changes the Lutheran order of law-gospel to gospel-law, following Barth. Another category that 
plays an important role for him is life. To live meaningfully, man must first receive life as
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meaningfull. This is simultaneously recieving freedom. To live meaningfully, man must have 
freedom as a beginning - not an end in front of him. The gift of meaningful life is conveyed by the 
gospel of Christ and received in faith. Meaning, which is received as a gift, differs in principle 
from usefulness. Modern society is being dominated by the principle of usefulness and achieve
ment. This, however, dehumanizes man. The distinction between meaning and usefulness (i e the 
gospel) has a radically critical bearing on society. Through faith in Christ man is placed in a new 
relationship with God, who is actively renovating his creation. Faith for Gollwitzcr therefore is 
praxis, social praxis. People whose lives have been changed by this faith, become actively engaged 
in society in a liberating praxis. This, for Gollwitzer, means socialism. According to Gollwitzer 
reflection (e g theology) can only be done out of the social praxis. This poses a hermeneutical 
problem. It is not clear whether the extra nos of the gospel remains secure in the progress of 
Gollwitzer’s theology.
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From a biblical and historical point of view, it is clear that the child is totally part of the church of 
Christ, and therefore he must assemble regularly with the congregation in public worship. From 
an anthropological perspective, it is clear that the child, especially in the first three phases of his 
life, differs so greatly from the adult, that special attention should be given to him. Consequently 
the liturgist should bear the child in mind in every church service. From time to time special 
church services should be held where he focuses on the child in the first phases of his life, that is 
the child between five and twelve years of age.
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Eschatology reveals various perspectives concerning Holy Communion. Formulation, definition 
and the context of Holy Communion in the Scriptures have an eschatological setting. Due to the 
dovetailing of the old and new aeon Holy Communion contains an eschatological tension; it pro
jects an eschatological prefiguration; there is an eschatological solidity and adherence in Holy 
Communion, namely, the God of faith, an eschatological maturing takes place in and through 
Holy Communion; there is an eschatological dimension with an existential moment in Holy Com
munion; there is an eschatological paranese in Holy Communion; eschatology projects an align
ment with the judgement of God into Holy Communion and eschatology places Holy Communion 
in a missiological perspective. The remembrance of the perfecta fulfilled by Christ invokes the 
futura which is yet to come. The commemorative character of Holy Communion is more than a 
mere in memoriam of Christ’s death as Mediator. It is a remembrance of Jesus Christ the risen 
Lord Himself. By virtue of its sacramental nature, Holy Communion as a remembrance supper is 
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and theological arguments in an attempt to justify the continuation of this practice in the church. 
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Pastoral visits are to be considered as one of those structures in use to proclaim the Gospel. The 
ward-system needs to be utilized to a much greater extent than is the case now.
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‘The rise of Yahwism: the roots of Israelite monotheism’ (Leuven, 1990): This new book of J C de 
Moor, should be seen as a major contribution to the growing literature concerning the pre-exilic 
history of Israelite religion. The purpose of this article is to review the book as far as the follow
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toriography. The multiplicity of reality does not come to the fore when history only comprises the 
unique and the extraordinary, the weal and the woe of kings and campaigns. There are indica
tions of the gradual impact of the so called ‘new history’ on the science of the Old Testament. 
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source for theology. The first part concentrates on the pre-critical, critical and post-critical ( = sec
ond naivety) interpretation of the Bible and the second part focusses on the understanding of 
human existence within South Africa as a poor, developing ‘ Third world’ country. In the last part 
attention is drawn to different trends (ie. confessional, historical and ecological perspectives) in 
theologising and how these trends are reflected in the approaches of predecessors and colleagues 
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philosophical viewpoints challenge the academic and teaching skills of this correspondence institu
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claimed that all Old Testament scholars have a concept of metre, but rarely define it. The follow
ing factors are given as reasons why the concept of metre should be explicitly defined: (1) The 
large quantity of verse in the Hebrew Bible. (2) The foreignness of Hebrew verse. (3) The nature 
of the Hebrew versification system and of the evidence concerning it. After a survey of definitions 
of the general concept of metre from outside the field of Old Testament studies, the following 
working definition is formulated: Metre is a type of versification system, consisting of an abstract 
scheme which numerically regulates certain properties of the linguistic form of verse. This is then 
compared to a number of definitions given by Old Testament scholars, and the deficiencies of 
those definitions are pointed out. Six common misconceptions about metre among Old Testa
ment scholars are listed and a few implications of the proposed definition for the Hebrew ver
sification system are noted. The possibility is briefly discussed that the Hebrew versification 
system might have syntactical as well as phonological constraints and might still qualify as a metre, 
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During the past four decades the scrolls found in the Judean desert have been one of the centres 
of the scholarly world. This article has as aim the evaluation of this development in respect of 
four fields of research: the publication of textual material, the textual implications of the discov
eries, specific interpretational work which has been executed and lastly new developments. The 
conclusion is reached that despite specific problem-areas there has been progress and the 
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Since the epoch-making discoveries at Wadi Qumran the study of the text of the Old Testament 
has undergone dramatic changes. The reality of textual diversity has dawned upon many a textual 
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ments regarding abortion are examined in the light of the answers given in the first section. It is 
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The introductory part of this article presents an explanation of what is meant by the Greek New 
Testament word ‘paraklesis’ and an indication of what is accepted by the author of this article as a 
valid method of studying Romans. The main indicative of Romans lies in the first part, 1:16-4:25. 
Special attention should thus be given to the introductory part before this main section. In devia
tions from the formal introduction to the letter Paul beforehand indicates what is to follow later in 
the letter. The traditional exegesis of Romans 1:18 is not considered correct in all respects and 
reformed dogmatics built on Romans 1 should be reconsidered as far as sufficiency of revelation 
is concerned. The second main section, Romans 5-8 is a consolation and an exhortation to 
Christians to perservere in faith. The third part, Romans 9-11, is an appeal to Jews to accept Jesus 
Christ as Messiah. This part also contains an urgent warning to Christians from the Gentiles not 
to fall into covenant-automatism. The ‘paraklesis’ of Romans 12:1-15:13 is directed in first 
instance to the congregation in Rome, it also touches upon the relation to the world and to 
authority, and it culminates in Romans 15:7 with an appeal that the diverse groups in the con
gregation in Rome should accept each other as Christ had accepted them. In the concluding part 
of the letter Paul’s main issues are to get the Romans involved in his planned missionary work in 
Spain and the appeal that they should bring forth the fruit of their faith. The article concludes 
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selected from the epic to illustrate how this mode of communication can serve as an accompani
ment or substitution for verbal communication. Passages are treated in which indicators are given 
pertaining to divine rank. Other passages also investigated entail KTU 1.2 1 20ff, 1.6 II 6-12 and 
1.5 VI 11-22. In each of these instances a translation of the text is presented with philological 
notes.
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